Little Pages

Sign in and Out
Little Pages are some of our youngest dancers. Safety is most important for them in a large facility such as Merrill Auditorium. We ask that one adult be assigned to bring them to the backstage area and sign in with our volunteer staff. Upon sign-in, you will be issued a backstage pass for pickup following performances. Security will only admit adults that have that pass after the show to maintain safety.

Hair
Hair needs to be in a high, flat bun on the top of their heads and pulled back off the forehead to fit under their provided headpiece.

Makeup –
Light blush and a little lipstick (pink or lightly applied red). No eye makeup needed.

Costume
Dancers are asked to wear (under the provided costume) pink tights, pink ballet shoes, and a light-colored sleeveless leotard (pink, white or nude). Come to the theater with your leotard and tights on, there is very limited changing area in the rehearsal hall. Costumes are worn over leotard and tights.

Please remove nail polish and all other jewelry, remove eyeglasses on stage if possible. Leave valuables at home.

Can Little Pages who are performing watch the performance?
Little Pages are allowed to watch the performance in the audience during Act 1. If Little Pages are going to be in the audience, they must have a purchased ticket.

Little Pages who will be watching a performance must sign in backstage at least 30 minutes before start time and return immediately at the beginning of intermission. Little Pages are one of the first performers on stage in Act 2, so do not delay! Please note that you have to exit the auditorium through the front lobby, walk down Myrtle Street, and enter the stage door to get backstage. This takes some time. Use of the restroom is highly encouraged before dropping off your dancer.